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Internet Briefcase Review on Glen Beck

Access to complete reviews on the Internet Briefcase that you hear being advertised all over the radio.

April 27, 2010 - PRLog -- You have heard it on tv. Potentially on the airwaves such as Glenn Beck, Rush
Limbaugh, Dr. Laura and so several more... the Internet Briefcase. You listen to the accounts involving this
gentleman Mike, or Michael, the past marine who proceeded to go coming from no experience and changed
into the latest home business wizard.

So you quite possibly have got questions. Is this legitimate? What specifically is it? Is this guy Michael the
real deal? Let's Get Right to the Point:

So first off, Yes Mike is definitely authentic. The actual system is real. And in a moment I will certainly
cover whether this really succeeds or not! See Internet Briefcase is part of a more substantial system that
has already been helping men and women establish profits at home for a few years now. Sort of like if an
individual owned a McDonald's franchise. Your particular McDonald's is not "McDonalds" itself but
simply your portion of the McDonalds Corporation. Internet Briefcase is similar in that it is actually part of
the big picture yet created by Michael the marine as his own way that he promotes the entire pie.

So in order to understand the Internet Briefcase you actually must first have an understanding of the
originator of the main company. His Name is Jay. Jay started working from home a number of years ago.
It's possible you have seen him on the internet. You know, the broke muffler shop manager turned
millionaire. Well, Jay gleaned just how to market his home business which is WMI (we'll talk about WMI
later). Jay expected to show this system with his team so that they could replicate his great outcomes. If you
understand network marketing to its fullest degree you will fully grasp that you will produce a lot more
money if you can get many people to replicate your success. So Jay constructed this fantastic system that
many people could duplicate.

He called his system Carbon Copy Pro with the principal principle being that if any individual would do
Exactly (like a carbon copy) what the profitable Professionals were doing then they could Carbon Copy that
system. For a while that system ended up being THE Premier INTERNET MARKETING System. That's
when Mike entered; you know the testimonial on the radio. Well, Mike did real well with Carbon Copy Pro
right up until that last Google slap at the last part of 2009. He had spent practically the entire previous 12
months as THE TOP EARNER. All of the sudden right after the slap no one heard anything from him for
quite a few months. Several months after Mike took Carbon Copy offline and Internet Briefcase was born.

So Exactly how Does This System Work? First, a person advertises either on-line with CCPRO, offline
together with Mike and Internet Briefcase, or 100 % on their own together with all of the advertising and
marketing instruction that CCPro supplies. Next, individuals are exposed to the business marketing system.
If this is your first instance considering CCPro or Internet Briefcase that is typically the stage you are in
today. If you are already in this particular program and are actually reading this particular article right now
then you might want to ask yourself exactly how it is you discovered this specific article and, no offense
but, you really should start to see the power of alternate marketing and advertising systems.

Once these people are exposed to the system they are sold the dream and persuaded on the power of the
marketing system. They are told the story of Jay and several of the other top earners. Almost all this has so
far been completed pretty much on autopilot. Once exposed and sold on the system, if you actually are still
interested in knowing more concerning the opportunity you fill out an application. In order to accomplish
that the candidate must pay a modest application fee below $50 (and the rep makes a commission of about
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$30).

Right after that you are introduced to Jay's whole program and will even receive a phone call coming from
the companies call center. Now you have the option to sign up for and use his marketing system, conference
phone calls, call center, and marketing training. Your cost to enroll in this marketing system is another $395
(and the rep makes $200 - $50 for the call center).

Now soon after you become a fellow member you may market this same exact system. But on the back end
the new member is now shown yet one additional opportunity where they can earn even more income. This
back end program is ordinarily a terrific company called Wealth Masters International. Costing from $295
up to $19,995 Wealth Masters International is truly an especially beneficial financial education study
course that shows you everything that all the economic authorities out there are always keeping secret from
you and WMI is really worth every last penny.

So here is how this specific funnel works: The $40ish application fee weeds out the tire kickers, serious
men and women buy the CCPRO program, even more serious people get Level 1 WMI all the way up to the
serious money makers who become a member of ALL of WMI.

The rep makes profits through the funnel. From $30 Per Application up to virtually $10,000 per sale for the
top of WMI. Now there are many other smaller income streams within the marketing system and you get
paid even if your prospects don't join the primary Wealth Masters Opportunity. WMI additionally pays
incredible residuals in several different ways.

So is Wealth Masters Worth it? Yes!

Does CCPro and Internet Briefcase Work? For many people Yes.

Nonetheless in all honesty I have uncovered much less costly marketing systems that will Assist ANY
MARKETER market his or her own Small business. Yes it can even help market Wealth Masters. Systems
that can help people market anything. Systems which supply world class marketing instruction. Systems
that permit distributors to stay on the cutting edge. Several of these systems have a dozen profit streams
built in that pay you regardless of whether potential customers join your main business or not. In fact these
systems could generate you 5 figures monthly even without a business to promote.

I genuinely hope this gave you a clearer understanding of what Internet Briefcase and Carbon Copy Pro
are... and exactly the ways they work. Good Luck with your research and your own ultimate selection.

Ed Przybylski from Oho has been a top network marketing coach for 7 years. Click here to See the Internet
Briefcase Review video.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BNan4um2aY

# # #

Ed Przybylski has been helping people market and earn income from home since 2003. Get More
Information on how you can gain the time, money and freedom you deserve.

--- End ---

Source EarnFreeSilver
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